Developmental and age-related changes in reflexes of the human jaw-closing system.
Reflex responses of the jaw-closing system to innocuous mechanical stimulation of the tongue and palate were examined in a group of 25 girls aged 7-8 years and in a group of 25 women aged 70-80 years. Responses were measured both as changes in background biting force and from bilateral recordings of masseter EMGs. For comparative purposes, results from an earlier study of 35 young adult women (aged 18-25 years) were available. Compared to younger groups of subjects, reflex responses of the elderly were reduced in numbers and amplitude, were characterized by fewer initial excitatory component responses, and had longer latency to onset. Analyses of responses of the children indicated that age 7-8 years is a transitional period. Some children show adult-like responses, while others display responses that appear to represent earlier forms or transitional responses. These results suggest that oral-motor reflexes are not fixed response patterns upon which more complex motor skills, such as speech, are built. Rather, oral reflex development appears to occur in concert with the acquisition of complex motor skills. Systematic changes in reflex responses also occur in the period from young adulthood to seventh decade of life. This result indicates a continuous evolution of oral sensorimotor systems throughout the human life span.